Colors of the Future

A New Approach to Urban Environmental Education
Careers in urban leadership

- Environmental Entrepreneurs
- Civic Engagement
- Engagement & Policy
- Partnering with Community Orgs.
- Urban Planning & Design
- Education
Careers in urban leadership

- Environmental Entrepreneurs
- Education
- Urban Planning
- Civic Engagement & Policy
- Design
- Engagement & Community Partnerships
IslandWood Graduate Program Alum Fin Hardy (right) plans to share her love of the outdoors with young people through wilderness outings and, eventually, her M.Ed.
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IslandWood
A School in the Woods
Educational leaders matter

Leadership that reflects the urban demographic

Mislandwood
M.A. Ed. Urban Environmental Education

Antioch University
Seattle

Leaders - Mentors - Role Models

Understand community culture & needs

Generate collective impact

Collaborate from inside out

Multiple perspectives

Build community capacity

Leads to resiliency in stressed systems

A cadre of diverse leaders

A passion for equity & urban innovation

Economic

The issue

Education

Business

Urban planning & design

Human services

Technology
Driving Questions

- What is the **work that needs to be done** in urban communities to ensure human and environmental wellbeing?

- What are the **urban realities** that will influence the education of communities in order to build capacity to address environmental, social, and cultural issues?

- How will education (and prepared educators) **build the capacity** for collective impact, community resilience, environmental quality and sustainability?

- How can we change create an inclusive future?
ISLANDWOOD
For more info on the MA.Ed in Urban Environmental Education visit www.islandwood.org
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